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Hosting the KeyNES software on a Windows machine, you can turn your PC into
a console. Using you can open the console in the Windows host. (Input). (if it

does not find the emulator, it falls back to using the old console method, which
is very basic) One problem with the method above is that you cannot save data
files that way, and the game is still a little buggy. If you run the NES emulator in
a virtual machine, such as Parallels or VirtualBox, you can save your data and
start playing immediately, but this is not the same as playing the game on a
console. If you have a Nintendo NES, you can plug it into the 5-pin cable (as

shown in the screen shot below) and connect it to your PC. If you cannot run the
emulator in a virtual machine, that's OK. As long as the hardware is installed,

that is all that is needed. Virtually any Windows PC with a sound card can
support a Virtual Console. First set up a VirtualBox instance and launch NES
NEO in it. Alternatively, boot from the LiveCD of a Linux distro and use the

emulators included on the LiveCD. With an actual console plugged into the 5-pin
connector, this method is the only one that works at all. I can't tell you whether
these methods work on other Windows PCs with a sound card and are simply

USB connected.Q: Rails. How to create nested object from controller? I'm new in
rails, and I'm trying to create a nested object from controller. The problem is

that I'm not sure how to do that, because the documentation is not clear. How
can I create a nested object in rails? def create @comment =

Comment.new(comment_params) @comment.user = current_user if
@comment.save flash[:success] = "Your comment has been posted!"

redirect_to root_path else render 'new' end end A: What I normally do with
models is create a factory model method, this way. def comment(params)

Comment.new( 6d1f23a050
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